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ABSTRACT 
Orchestral conducting is an art form and profession that has existed for over two centuries 
– but with little detailed documentation. Thus, the core focus of the treatise is to provide 
a detailed history of the changing role of the orchestral conductor, his role in orchestral 
music and the future of orchestral conducting as a profession.  
The treatise describes the periodical history of the orchestra in relation to the need for a 
conductor that has developed. It discusses four composer-conductors who had a 
profound and lasting impact on orchestral conducting as a full-time profession. The 
treatise also highlights two leading international orchestras. These two international 
orchestras, with the help of their musical directors, were able to reach new musical 
achievements in the 20th Century.  
A broad description of the role of the orchestral conductor in South Africa is provided.  
Moreover, the researcher explores the reasons why classical music, as an established 
art form, performed by symphony orchestras, has increasingly struggled internationally 
as a sustainable industry. Finally, the researcher draws on the theoretical framework and 
his own experience to make recommendations for future development of conductors as 
well as research in this field. 
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 CHAPTER ONE 
GENERAL ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY 
1.1. Introduction 
“The art of conducting is one of the most complex and demanding activities in the realm 
of music” (Green 1969: 5; Front 1948: 410). 
Green sums up the unquestionable importance of the ‘modern conductor’ as he has come 
to be labeled in the 21st century. The statement that Green presents I believe to be true. 
The conductor’s profession has evolved from one of rehearsing the orchestra well in 
advance of a performance, to the current practice, that requires a good knowledge and 
understanding of the score and of the historical background of the work to be performed 
(Green 1969: 205; McElheran 1966: 7; Long 1977: 60). However, if that was all a 
conductor had to do, his job would not be that demanding.  
To elaborate on Green’s statement, the conductor needs to possess the skills of having 
to indicate entries of over six different instrumental groups – and understand their unique 
intricacies – in order to produce beautiful expressive music (New York Philharmonic 1999; 
Wittry 2007: 8). This entails attention to dynamics, adherence of the music’s demands 
and inner phrasing (Seaman 2013: 41). These intricacies are what makes a conductor’s 
job so complex (Front 1948: 410).  
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Recently, however, the question of the origin, tradition and reason for conducting evolving 
into this ‘virtuosic discipline’ – is of more interest (Krènek 1939: 20). Hence, the relevance 
of the treatise is to document the development, necessity and functionality of the ‘modern 
conductor’ in our present society.    
It is worth mentioning that the conductor, as presently conceived, is a recent 
invention. The role of the modern conductor is described by Hewett as a professional 
responsibility of musical interpretation (Hewett 2014; New York Philharmonic 1999). This 
definition only appeared at the turn of the 19th century. In the eras preceding the early 
Romantic Era, including the Classical Era, the conductor, often one of the performers in 
the ensemble, had the role of the ‘timekeeper’ or time-beater (Camesi 1965: 365). 
Music that involved coordinating a group of musicians (instrumentalists or vocalists) has 
always needed a timekeeper of some sort (Camesi 1965: 365). The high level and 
involvement of the conductor in the orchestra, as known today, could not have been 
predicted. This was partly due to four main factors. Firstly, it was the result of efforts by 
composer-conductors (New York Philharmonic 1999) to achieve higher standards in the 
performance of their own works. Many conductors in the Romantic Era would premiere 
their own works, as they felt they would be able to rehearse and interpret their own music 
more efficiently than someone else. Secondly, it was due to the “explosion of new 
aesthetic ideals developing in the 19th century; such as romanticism”, which elevated 
music to a higher position in the arts than it had held before (New York Philharmonic 
1999). The complexity of the music itself also demanded a towering force (Krènek 1939:   
224) to lead and guide the music from the front.  
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Lastly, in the 19th century, as the orchestra expanded in size and musical forms like the 
symphony became more varied, extended and more complex; the role of the conductor 
became crucial. The role of the symphony orchestra conductor is thought to exemplify the 
romantic ideal of one “man” – a powerful, inspired maestro – leading musicians, 
administrators, boards of directors and communities that function as a single unified entity 
(Morgan 1980). 
The importance of the conductor’s role is evident in the music of Wagner, and those of 
his successors such as Mahler and Stravinsky. Their grand and majestic manner of 
composition, engendered the idea of a conductor being the musical equivalent of the 
literary critic (Hewett 2014). Hewett states that the conductor is an inspired being, whose 
sacred role is to deliver the divine message of the creator (the composer) and transmit it 
to a grateful audience (Hewett 2014). 
Therefore, the treatise will seek to chronologically display the development of the 
conductor’s role in orchestral music from the 15th century until, and including, the 21st 
century. Thus, displaying the importance of the conductor’s role and importance in terms 
of musical interpretation in the 21st century. It will provide a literature review of the broader 
spectrum of the art of conducting. It will also provide a basis of knowledge for fellow 
young, aspiring conductors.  
Finally, the researcher aims to discuss the development of the importance of a conductor 
and the reason why the music of the different stylistic eras has demanded the need of a 
person, described by Krènek, as the central figure in a performance (Krènek 1939: 224; 
Adenot 2015: 2).  
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1.2. Research Question 
The research question that arises from this description is: 
How did the role of the orchestral conductor change over time? 
The purpose of this study is to explore the changing role of the orchestral conductor and 
to define the role of the conductor in a contemporary society.  
Sub-questions that arise are: 
 How did the role of the conductor change over time? 
 What is the role of the conductor beyond the ‘rehearsal’? 
 What is the future of orchestral conducting as a profession? 
1.3. Research Methods 
1.3.1. Literature Study 
In this study, the researcher will conduct a literature study by collecting secondary data 
in order to define the role of the orchestral conductor. The researcher will use primary 
sources such as notes, diary entries, journals and annotated sources produced by 
conductors, as well as visual and audio recordings. 
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Secondary sources such as journal articles, books, theses and any other relevant sources 
will also be consulted. The literature will be used for both descriptive and analytical 
purposes. The literature study will be used descriptively as the theoretical framework of 
the study and for the comparative analysis of the changing and evolving role of the 
orchestral conductor over time.  
1.3.1. Non-written Sources 
The researcher’s personal experiences, as a conductor, will also be reflected upon to 
inform the study. 
1.4. Definition of the term orchestral conductor 
The researcher, from the perspective of a white, young male conductor entering the 
profession, will seek to define the role of the orchestral conductor in terms of his role in 
the orchestra, his role parallel to the development and inception of the Western Art Culture 
Orchestra and in terms of the modern musical director. In this study the masculine 
pronoun will be used as the conductors discussed are all male.  
The researcher has played in several orchestras over the course of the study and been 
able to view and observe the workings within a semi-professional orchestral environment. 
Aspects such as rehearsal schedules, budgeting, programming and overall organisation 
of an orchestra have been observed. The researcher has also been the Artistic Director 
and Resident Conductor of the Nelson Mandela University Symphony Orchestra 
(NMUSO) since 2015. The final chapter of this treatise will serve as a reflection on the 
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researcher’s experiences of his role as a conductor, working with a South African 
University Orchestra.  
The study has not been limited geographically. It should be noted that Western Art Culture 
and European orchestral culture is the main focus but reference and examples from 
American and South African orchestras have been included. Thus, this study will show 
that the role of the conductor is an international phenomenon and that the increasing 
decline in professional orchestras is a global problem. 
1.5. Conclusion 
This chapter provided a general introduction to the field of study, a brief definition of the 
role of the orchestral conductor, and the research question. The research methodology, 
by means of primary and secondary sources, have also been outlined. A discussion on 
the role of the conductor over time, is presented in the chapters that follow.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
FROM THE RENAISSANCE TO THE 20th CENTURY 
 
2.1. Introduction 
“The modern conductor has been described as a virtuoso, whose instrument is the 
orchestra” (Jensen 1989: 35). 
It is important to note that the development of the conductor and the physical need for 
one or that of “a technical authority figure,” such as Krènek (1939: 224) suggests, cannot 
be studied without reference to the parallel development and historical background of the 
orchestra. Ostling (1973: 19) reminds us of how the orchestra developed in size, the 
increased number of players, instruments and instrumentation, size of concert venues, 
and how it developed musically.  
This will lead to a clear indication as to why the demand for such a forefront role 
developed. Thus, as Jensen suggests, the orchestra is the conductor’s instrument or his 
‘voice’ (Jensen 1989: 35). This chapter will not only discuss the development of the 
conductor but also the musical development from an orchestral aspect – the increased 
size of the orchestra and musical complexity of the music performed demonstrates the 
empirical importance of the conductor.  
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2.2. The ‘time keeper’s’ development in the Renaissance (16th Century) 
At the beginning of the 1500’s, now categorised in the modern age as the Renaissance 
Era, the term consort, (New York Philharmonic 1999; Stanley 2005: 33) was used to 
define ensemble playing and the musicians who played in an ensemble. The term whole 
consort derives from the 17th century consort. This term was used to define a select group 
of instruments which included stringed instruments and viols which were played at the 
court of Louise XIII (Stanley 2005: 33). The term broken consort was also used and 
derived in 1596 (Stanley 2005: 33). This is when court musicians played an array of 
different instruments including the organ, lute, viol, harpsicord or flute. Thus, meaning 
that anyone and any grouping of instruments could perform together (Stanley 2005: 33; 
Scholes 1952: 132).  
Even though vocal music still reigned supreme, more so than the fast developing 
idiomatic style of instrumental music, consort did not define instrumentation nor did early 
Renaissance composers (Stanley 2005: 33). The written melodic part could be sung or 
played by any instrument available to the musicians. These small ensembles did not need 
a conductor. This was due to the fact that Renaissance music was not melodically nor 
rhythmically challenging (New York Philharmonic 1999). One musician in the consort 
ensemble would be selected to keep the time or the pulse of the music and would also 
indicate the ending of the work. Therefore, we can conclude that no conductors were 
used in ensemble playing (New York Philharmonic 1999). 
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This Era, however, did start realising a conductor’s role in choral music. Conductors were 
used for small choral ensembles that performed detailed polyphonic music of the 
Renaissance (New York Philharmonic 1999; Stanley 2005: 32).  
These choral conductors would beat or keep time with their hands or would use the floor 
with a roll of paper on a rod to indicate the pulse of the music (New York Philharmonic 
1999; Camesi 1965: 365; Ostling 1973: 19). Furthermore, we can state that hand gestures 
were used to show the shape of the melody and were often used to indicate the pitches 
to the choir – a technique that has remained throughout the musical eras. This technique 
of beating a long rod was used almost a hundred years later by the court composer, Lully, 
and this was unfortunately also the cause of his death.1 
In the earliest Christian churches, the musician, referred to as the Choir Master, would 
hold a staff to signify his role of importance – with only church music being conducted 
(Camesi 1965: 365). As the music became more rhythmically involved (polyphonic and 
the independence of the individual voices) the staff was moved up and down to indicate 
the beat and was no longer beaten against the ground. This was the earliest form of a 
baton (New York Philharmonic 1999). 
                                                          
1 The large staff; which was beaten on the floor to keep time, (seen in the Renaissance choral 
tradition) was responsible for the death of Jean-Baptiste Lully. Lully was in charge of all the music 
at the French court in the 1600s (Osborne 1981: 207; Stanley 2005: 34; Ostling 1973: 19). “He 
injured his foot, in 1687, whilst conducting Te Deum for the King's recovery from a grave illness” 
(Osborne 1981: 207; Stanley 2005: 34).  
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2.3. The conductor in the Baroque Era (1600-1750)  
In 17th century Italy, composers such as Claudio Monteverdi (1567 - 1643) started to write 
music for specific instruments, that is, idiomatic music. He had a clear indication of the 
instrumentation needed to accompany his operas. This is one of the earliest examples of 
the composer clearly indicating the use of instruments or set instrumentation. For 
example, his opera ‘La favola d’Orfeo’ (1607), stated the instrumentation – and 
Monteverdi would not settle for any alterations. This work is credited as the first true Opera 
(New York Philharmonic 1999; Stanley 2005: 13).  
Monteverdi's earliest Baroque orchestra already started to lay the foundation of the 
standard orchestra known today, with all the instruments organised into sections (families 
of instruments). This was the earliest stages of its development. The orchestra continued 
to develop late into the Baroque Era, seeing the string family grow to include the violin, 
viola, violoncello and double bass. The Baroque Era also saw the exclusion of the viols 
(which were used in the Renaissance) from the orchestra. This new string section became 
the central focus of all major compositions in the Baroque Era (New York Philharmonic 
1999; Stanley 2005: 13).  
Musical leadership in the 17th century orchestra derived from the keyboard (Bowen 2003: 
94). The harpsichordist (not always the composer), or sometimes even the organist, 
would act as the leader in the ensemble and would not only keep time and pulse but 
would also be required to cue and indicate entries of the orchestra. The leader would also 
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cue in the cast members, of the opera, on the stage and to the soloists – to indicate when 
their aria or recitative would begin (Camesi 1965: 370).  
When Johann Sebastian Bach worked with an orchestra, he would sit at the organ or 
harpsichord and would give all the cues from this position. It was common practice to 
conduct from the harpsichord, for pieces that used basso continuo (New York 
Philharmonic 1999; Seaman 2013: 83; Camesi 1965: 370; Ostling 1973: 19). Seaman 
adds to this by stating that their repertoire of gestures was limited but showed all the 
important cues when needed (Seaman 2013: 83; Green 1969: 2).  
The Baroque Era is the first time we truly begin to see the need for a musical director or 
the halo of authority (Krènek 1939: 226). The musical director would occasionally stand 
in front of the ensemble and conduct, but not in the way we see it today. The conductor 
would conduct the start of the opera and would only stand up to cue the most important 
entries (Seaman 2013: 84).  
The increased number of musicians in the ensemble, demanded the need of a stronger 
leadership role, more so than that of the Concert Master. The total number of players can 
still not be compared to that of later Romantic Orchestras. In opera performances, there 
were often two ‘conductors’; the keyboard player, often the harpsichordist as stated 
previously, who was in charge of the singers and their entries – and the principal violinist 
or concertmaster who held the responsibility of keeping the orchestra together (Bowen 
2003: 13; Camesi 1965: 371 Boyden & Scholes 1959: 89; Ostling 1973: 20). 
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2.4. The development of the conductor in the Classical Era (1750-1820) 
The Classical Era saw rapid changes to the orchestra and the development of new and 
improved instruments. This century gave rise to idiomatic music which was more complex 
and difficult to perform. Even though the Classical Era ‘sang’ of simplicity, orchestral 
scores had an increased need for an orchestral leader, an orchestral conductor. 
The string section was now more important than ever before and dominated the majority 
of the orchestral seats. The keyboard instruments of the Baroque Era, the harpsichord 
and the organ, had in a sense regained their role in the Classical orchestra. Conducting 
at a keyboard instrument continued to be a common practice in the Classical Era (Ostling 
1973: 19; Bowen 2003: 13; Seaman 2013: 83). 
However, this practice soon came to an end with the invention of the piano (1800) and 
the start of concert orchestras. Composers began to write for specific instrumentation, 
which was first seen with Stamitz (1717–1757) and Monteverdi (1597–1643). This also 
meant that the composers had to understand the limitations of the instruments for which 
they were writing. Instruments thus developed rapidly in this Era. Composers began to 
be more adventurous about combining different instruments with each other to create 
different sounds and orchestral colours (Bernstein 2014). 
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In opera orchestras’ the leader of the first violins, more commonly known today as the 
concertmaster, would now function as the leader or director (Camesi 1965: 371). The 
concertmaster would tap their bow, or use hand signals when necessary, to keep the 
ensemble together (New York Philharmonic 1999; Camesi 1965: 371; Ostling 1973: 19). 
Soon the establishment and development of the symphony came to be in the Classical 
Era, thanks to the Father of the Symphony, Joseph Haydn (Burkholder, Grout & Palisca 
2010: 536). Concert orchestras were now no longer performing at small public concerts, 
in the theatres or to the exclusive benefits of the aristocrats; but also in concert halls. This 
then led to the increasing need of a ‘music director;’ who would lead the performance with 
hand gestures, using a rolled-up piece of white paper that would be easily visible to all 
the musicians [due to the increased size of the ensemble] (Ostling 1973: 18). 
This soon came to be known as a baton, the tool most associated with the conductor, 
(Bowen 2003: 3; McElheran 1966: 13) that most conductors use worldwide today. The 
first conductors to utilise a baton can be traced back as early as 1794, when a Belgian 
composer, Guilliame-Alexis Paris (1740 – 1850) used a baton while conducting an opera 
in Hamburg, Germany (New World Encyclopedia 2017). By 1830, conducting with a baton 
was known and accepted everywhere (Camesi 1965: 376). 
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2.5. The towering force of the Romantic Era (1820-1900) 
Towards the end of the mid-19th Century (1860), the orchestra reached the size and 
proportion of the Modern orchestra to which we all have become accustomed. The size 
and layout of the Romantic orchestra went beyond the norm, including the addition of 
auxiliary instruments in the woodwind section [piccolo, English horn, bass clarinet and 
contrabassoon] (Front 1948: 2), with some works demanding the use of two harps and 
an organ – a return to the practice of the Baroque Era. The size of the orchestra gradually 
increased to accommodate the rich effects of the full-blown Romantic Symphony (Stanley 
2005: 128). With the transition into the Romantic Era, it became the norm to have a 
dedicated ‘conductor’ and helped to establish the role of the conductor (Stanley 2005: 
128). The in-depth musicality of the music now demanded the need of one. (New York 
Philharmonic 1999; Stanley 2005: 128). 
Conductor-composers in the 19th century, such as Carl Maria von Weber (1786–1826) 
and Felix Mendelssohn (1809–1847), began to stand up on a podium as Bowen (2003: 
13) confirms; and would conduct from the front and centre of the orchestra. This was 
mainly due to the fact that orchestras were increasing in size. Musicians could now no 
longer see nor follow the ‘concertmaster’ and this is the first time in the conductor’s 
development where true leadership from the front of the orchestra is seen (New York 
Philharmonic 1999; Bowen 2003: 13). Naturally, conducting had evolved to include both 
baton and hand gestures (McElheran 1966: 13). 
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Composers, such as Hector Berlioz (1803–1869), went to the opposite extreme and 
pushed the boundaries when writing for enormous orchestras in this period. The structure 
of his music was detailed and complex, incorporating constant rhythmic changes and 
challenges for the performers. Irregularities in time signatures and new playing 
techniques with regards to the strings – were also introduced, especially in Berlioz’s 
Symphonie Fantastique (Stanley 2005: 36; Osborne 1981: 52).  
Audience expectations were extremely high and paying patrons who were attending these 
symphonic concerts expected a high standard of performance. The conductor now had 
the ability and responsibility to rehearse intricate details of the music during rehearsals. 
He was also responsible for leading the musicians in terms of accurate rhythms; 
orchestral colour and tone (warmth); indications of distinguished musical character 
changes in different movements (symphony contains four movements); and absolute 
control of tempi in these large scale compositions (Adenot 2015: 1; Front 1948: 411). 
This era also saw instrument design and construction reaching a new frontier with 
improvements to instruments such as the piano, clarinet and flute fingering systems and 
moveable valves on all the higher brass instruments. New instruments, such as the 
piccolo and the tuba, were now in production and used in orchestras and orchestral 
writing. Berlioz, Wagner and Richard Strauss were not only composers but also great 
conductors. “Their experimentation with orchestration paved the way to the 20th century” 
(Bernstein 2014).  
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Berlioz and Wagner were the two earliest examples of conductors who wrote the first 
essays and treatises dedicated to the subject of conducting technique. Berlioz is 
considered the first virtuoso conductor (Boyden & Scholes 1959: 318; Osborne 1981: 53; 
New York Philharmonic 1999). 
2.6. The conductor of the 20th Century (1900-) 
The 20th century is described as the century of freedom and experimentation (Burkholder, 
Grout & Palisca 2010: 810). This statement also applies to the orchestra and the music 
composed during this century where the conductor’s development reached its climax; as 
the conductor was not only more visible (with regards to being at the fore-front) but was 
also given more responsibility with regards to the scheduling and the organisation 
(marketing and budgeting) of the concert (Wittry 2007: 194). This thinking is a return of 
the ideal of a music director, a term first introduced in the Baroque Era but a term that is 
now commonly used worldwide. 
The 20th century saw the established tradition of the ‘composer-conductor’. The increased 
importance of the conductor within the orchestra, gave rise to musicians improving their 
standard of playing and the knowledge of their parts, which then also encouraged 
conductors to be musicians of the highest order. “Strength of personality, as well as 
musical knowledge and technical skill, is often an ingredient in a conductor's 
effectiveness” (Bowen 2003: 219).  
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This tradition was entrenched in the 21st century by musicians and ‘composer-conductors’ 
such as Leonard Bernstein (American), Pierre Boulez (French) and Lukas Foss (German-
American). The work of these conductors and composer-conductors forged the modern 
concept of orchestral and choral performances to be a “unified musical interpretation 
guided by a single mind.” (Krènek 1939: 227; Bowen 2003: 63) This is a similar concept 
introduced earlier by Bowen, when referring to Berlioz and Wagner. This single minded 
idea was reinforced by either the conductor, who had studied the score with regards to 
harmony, texture and instrumentation or by the composer himself who would be 
conducting his own work. 
In the span of 80 years, the orchestra’s limits were pushed and composers wrote for novel 
combinations of instruments, using extreme orchestration. Composers (Berlioz, Wagner) 
in the Romantic Era were known to demand string sections to consist of over a hundred 
musicians alone. Instrument development and manufacturing had reached its peak and 
this was definitely an exciting time for musicians, and in turn, orchestras. The conductor’s 
role (Berlioz, Liszt, Wagner, von Weber), his importance and his sense of power also 
reached a peak. Musical scholars agree with Bernstein (2014) in that this paved the way 
for exploration for all musicians, conductors and upcoming composers – especially in the 
21st century. 
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2.7. Conclusion 
The literature study was able to place the conductor’s development parallel to that of the 
development of the Western classical orchestra and musical development in each era. 
The literature study also provided a description and analytical evidence of the conductor’s 
evolving role, placing it periodically within a framework relevant to the historical eras in 
music.  
In the following chapter, the researcher will focus on the impact of composer-conductors 
and how they influenced the art of orchestral conducting. We will take into account that 
none of them were formally trained but all achieved great acclaim and were able to 
expeditiously move conducting into a profession of its own. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
COMPOSER-CONDUCTORS 
 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter of the treatise, the researcher will look at four major ‘composer-conductors’ 
who played important roles in the 19th, 20th and 21st century musical style periods. They 
are Hector Berlioz, Richard Wagner, Gustav Mahler and Leonard Bernstein. A fair 
representation of nationality has also been taken into consideration. These male 
conductors influenced the future of orchestral music, orchestral compositional techniques 
and development (augmentation of orchestration and enlarged orchestras) and the role 
of the professional orchestral conducting as it is known today. Hector Berlioz (1803–1869) 
and Richard Wagner (1813–1883) were not only notable composers of the Romantic Era, 
but were also orchestral conductors (composer-conductors). Both composers were 
amongst the earliest to write essays and treatises dedicated to the subject of 
orchestration and orchestral conducting, with Berlioz considered to be the first ‘virtuoso 
conductor’ (Osborne 1981: 51; New York Philharmonic 1999).  
Wagner was largely responsible for shaping the conductor's role as one who imposes his 
own view and educated opinions of a work onto the performance, and in turn its 
performers. This is in stark contrast to one having the simple responsibility of ensuring 
orchestral entries are made at the right time and maintaining a unified beat (Bowen 2003: 
246; Gillinson 2009).  
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Hence, conductors were allowed the opportunity to give their interpretations of a work. 
Orchestral conducting was highly criticised later in the century; and the topic of phrasing 
and shaping the music, as opposed to merely playing notes on the page, or keeping the 
time (as Grosbayne suggests), was brought under the microscope (Grosbayne 1956: 
279). 
Among the earliest notable conductors were Louis Spohr (1784–1859), Carl Maria von 
Weber (1786–1826), Louis Antoine Jullien (1812–1860), and Felix Mendelssohn (1809–
1847). Spohr is also credited with introducing rehearsal letters or bar numbers into scores 
as a way to facilitate more efficient rehearsal time (Osborne 1981: 318). 
3.2. Composer-Conductors and their influential impact on orchestral 
conducting 
3.2.1. Hector Berlioz (1803 – 1869) 
Even though Berlioz did not receive formal training in music or in orchestral conducting, 
he still managed to make an enormous impact on Romantic music, thus influencing the 
development of the music of this Century. Several of his compositions have been 
documented as revolutionary in comparison to that of other composers of this Era.  
One could say that perhaps it was his unusual musical training which gave him the 
freedom to express himself in an eccentric way, coupled with his romantic nature which 
gave him plenty of inner turmoil to express through his music (Osborne 1981: 51). As a 
boy in the Grenoble region, he learned to play the flute and the guitar, but despite his 
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interest in music his father insisted that he study Medicine in Paris (Osborne 1981: 48; 
Gray 1994: 52).  
Whilst in Paris, Berlioz had access to a range of musical activities and resources. He went 
to the Paris Opera and discovered the library of the Paris Conservatory, where he studied 
books on musical topics such as Harmony and Counterpoint. He was able to access these 
books and knowledge without being enrolled as a formal student. He started taking music 
lessons and with some encouragement from his tutors he finally gave up his medical 
studies (and the financial support of his father) to attend the Conservatory as a 
composition student, in 1826, at the age of 23 (Osborne 1981: 48; Gray 1994: 52).  
Thereafter, his development seemed to be meteoric and only four years later in 1830, he 
composed his Symphonie Fantastique. This momentous work shook the musical world of 
the time in terms of its form, instrumentation and complexity. This work was composed 
only six years after the publication of Beethoven's 9th Symphony and three years after 
Beethoven's death, yet the Symphonie Fantastique seemed years ahead of its time 
(Osborne 1981: 53; Boyden & Scholes 1959: 318; Gray 1994: 53). 
This was the first of four symphonies that Berlioz composed and with it he firmly made a 
break from the norms established by Beethoven for the symphonic form. It was the first 
time the orchestra had increased to this size (addition of auxiliary woodwinds, four 
bassoons and two harps) and Berlioz moved the symphony into a new style of 
programmatic music. He was also able to develop a unique compositional technique; he 
wrote a musical theme which he called his idée fixe. This is when a musical idea 
reappears throughout the composition but each time appears differently. In the 
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Symphonie fantastique, he writes an idée fixe which appears in the first movement and 
then re-emerges throughout in different forms and played by different instruments (Berlioz 
IV movement of his Symphonie fantastique: “The March to the Scaffold” 
http://imslp.eu/files/imglnks/euimg/b/b8/IMSLP108892-PMLP03653-NBE_-
_Symphonie_Fantastique_-_IV._Marche_au_Supplice.pdf)  
In that same year, Berlioz also won the Prix de Rome2 after several unsuccessful attempts 
and, as required by the prize, he left for Italy in 1831 for two years of further study. He 
stayed in Rome but visited other cities and regions. Italy later influenced his ‘Harold in 
Italy’, a work for viola and orchestra commissioned by Paganini (Stanley 2005: 144). 
Berlioz found his career as a composer stagnating, to some extent, in France and he 
embarked on concert tours as a conductor – visiting many countries in Europe and 
Russia. Since he did not play the piano, Berlioz was denied a partial source of income 
which other composers relied on, but his conducting tours helped to bring him a 
reasonable income (Stanley 2005: 145).  
At this point it is important to note that being able to play the piano is a crucial skill needed 
by all young conductors, especially those wanting to study further or at a conservatoire 
abroad (Wittry 2007: 9). In my own studies, I often needed to play through difficult 
                                                          
2 Prix de Rome, in full Grand Prix de Rome, was a/ any group of scholarships awarded by the 
French Government between 1663 and 1968 to enable young French artists/musicians to study 
in Rome. 
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passages to see where the phrase indications are and to work out complicated and 
intricate harmonies when working with 21st century and South African compositions. 
One of Berlioz’s conducting tours included a Festival of his music at Weimar, which was   
organised by yet another composer-conductor, Liszt. Berlioz went on to write two 
influential treatises, an essay on conducting (Theory of the Art of Conducting) and one on 
orchestration (Treatise on Instrumentation written in 1844). His own memoirs were also 
published shortly after his death, giving great insight into the mind of a great composer 
(Osborne 1981: 53). It was the first time that a composer and conductor (composer-
conductor) had noted these facts and insights regarding conducting and orchestration. 
This influential essay had a profound impression on conductors and composers; deals 
with conducting techniques, how to conduct difficult passages, how to interpret works 
stylistically and according to tempi, how to work with individual sections of the orchestra 
and how to have good rehearsal techniques and essentially good performances. The 
treatise focuses more on compositional techniques and the process composers should 
use to write for the different instruments of the orchestra; according to their range, 
individual tone qualities and techniques associated with the various instruments.  
Though his career may not have totally fulfilled its earlier promise, he nevertheless 
influenced several composers of the Romantic Era (Liszt and Wagner) with his innovative 
ideas, his approach to orchestration and his skills as a virtuosic conductor (Osborne 1981: 
53; New York Philharmonic 1999). 
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3.2.2. Richard Wagner (1813 – 1883)  
Many historians have reported on Wagner’s extreme anti-Semitism, his massive ego-
mania, wanton gambling and womanising, as well as his ruthless exploitation of anyone 
in order to achieve his ambitions (Osborne 1981: 364). While these character traits 
severely taint any biography of Wagner, I wish to describe the key events in his life and 
elaborate on his musical development and place in musical history. 
After the death of his stepfather, Wagner discovered the world of music, especially the 
scores of Beethoven. Wagner received very little formal musical education, which is so 
far the trend with all composer-conductors. With complete self-absorption, Wagner threw 
himself into a musical career that included conducting posts in Opera Houses. He was 
choral conductor in Würzburg and music director of the Magdeburg Opera, while 
composing operas of his own (Stanley 2005: 160; Osborne 1981: 367; Gray 1994: 197). 
As a young man, Wagner composed several concert overtures and one symphony before 
turning his attention to composing operas – which truly built his reputation. Although his 
early operatic works were not successful, resulting in Wagner’s dire financial situation, it 
was not long before he sought success with Rienzi (1840).  
After moving to Riga, Russia, in 1837, Wagner became the first musical director of the 
theatre and began work on his opera, Rienzi (Stanley 2005: 160; Osborne 1981: 367; 
Gray 1994: 197). Wagner was part of the quasi-revolutionary "Young Germany" 
movement and his leftist politics were reflected in Rienzi. Unable to produce Rienzi in 
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Paris, he sent the score to the Court Theatre in Dresden, Germany, where it was 
accepted.  
In 1842, Wagner's Rienzi, a political opera set in imperial Rome, premiered in Dresden to 
great acclaim. Rienzi’s success helped Wagner secure a more prestigious conducting 
post at the Dresden Opera, sending Wagner's career in an upward spiral of success and 
ambition (Osborne 1981: 366; Stanley 2005: 160). 
Richard Wagner wrote extensively about the art of conducting and was perhaps, aside 
from Berlioz, responsible for developing the attitude that the conductor was a supreme 
figure, figure of autocratic power, whose musical knowledge and musical prowess were 
unquestioned (Adenot 2015: 1). Wagner's influence, especially with regard to the 
interpretive aspect of conducting, is still observable in modern times (Osborne 1981: 367; 
Stanley 2005: 160). Wagner toured extensively as a conductor and received most of his 
earliest fame and reputation as a conductor and not as composer – even though that was 
where his true passion lay (Stanley 2005: 160). 
For Wagner, the modification of tempo as it relates to phrasing was of supreme 
importance (Stanley 2005: 160; Bowen 1993: 87). Prior to Wagner, the conductor's task 
was primarily to keep time and adhere strictly to the metronomic designations in a given 
score by the composer (Bowen 1993: 88). This produced a conducting style that lacked 
flexibility or a more nuanced expressiveness. This is true, as modern conductors struggle 
to distinguish between a tempo marking and its historical context. They either apply it 
incorrectly or do not adhere to what their orchestras can manage.  
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Wagner emphasised the idea of melos (or song), in which tempi could be adjusted, to 
give a different contour to a particular phrase in the same fashion that singers might 
use rubato for expressive effect (Bowen 1993: 86; Front 1948: 411). For Wagner, tempo 
modification was nothing less than a positive life principle in all our music (Bowen 1993: 
87). This was inherent to Beethoven's idea of elastic tempo whereby the liberal use 
of rubato was used as an expressive device (New World Encyclopedia 2017). 
This perspective influenced many important conductors including Arthur Nickish (1855–
1922), Willem Mengleberg (1871–1951) and Wilhelm Furtwangler (1886-1954). A 
renowned 21st century conductor who uses the same conducting style and techniques is 
Daniel Barenboim [1942] (New World Encyclopedia 2017). Conductors who eschewed 
the Wagner influence, pertaining to tempo gradation and modification, and took a more 
literal approach, include Arturo Toscanini (1867–1957), George Szell (1897–1970) and 
Sir Roger Norrington (1934). Norrington is an especially noted advocate of strict 
adherence to the metronomic designations (New World Encyclopedia 2017). 
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3.2.3. Gustav Mahler (1860 – 1911) 
Mahler is labelled a late Romantic composer. He produced large-scale dramatic works 
with enormous contrasts in sound and mood, and has been quoted as saying that his 
music is about life and that music and life are interdependent (Osborne 1981: 207). 
Mahler's music can certainly have much going on simultaneously at various levels, 
sometimes making it complex and difficult to understand on first hearing. However, the 
persistent listener is rewarded amply with some of the most sublime music ever written 
(Osborne 1981: 207; Stanley 2005: 184). 
As a child, Mahler was exposed to many musical influences, including military music in 
local barracks, folk music of various forms at various events, local musicians playing in 
his father's tavern and music from Jewish bands. Although raised in a Jewish family, 
Mahler was a chorister in a Catholic Church where he studied the piano under the choir 
master. Eventually, in 1875 he entered the Vienna Conservatory as a pianist (Stanley 
2005: 184; Osborne 1981: 208; Gray 1994: 136). 
Although Mahler was always interested in composition; and having composed several 
works before the age of 20 (most of these earlier works were never discovered), he 
pursued a successful career as a Concert and Opera Conductor, including posts at 
Kassel, Prague, Budapest, Hamburg, Leipzig, Vienna, and in later years, regular visits to 
New York (Stanley 2005: 184; Gray 1994: 136).  
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The hugely successful Vienna conducting post came at the height of his conducting 
career. This he secured by converting to Catholicism – a position he held for ten years. 
He was an extremely successful conductor (Stanley 2005: 184; Gray 1994: 136). He is 
another example of a composer-conductor who did not train formally but achieved critical 
acclaim. 
Mahler was immensely influenced by a number of great preceding composers, such 
as Beethoven (1770–1827), which led to his large-scale symphonic construction and use 
of voices within symphonic form (Gray 1994: 136). Mahler also studied the music 
of Johann Sebastian Bach, and thus incorporated elements of counterpoint into his own 
works (Gray 1994: 136). Berlioz was also an important influence, especially in his use of 
material and ironic treatment in the Symphonie Fantastique.  
Mahler studied much on symphonic form from his only teacher, Anton Bruckner (1824–
1896), and through him, the works of Richard Wagner. Mahler's contemporaries 
include Richard Strauss, with whom he is sometimes linked as a Late Romantic. 
Johannes Brahms was a friend and advisor to Mahler, although musically they shared 
little beyond the romantic expression within classical forms (Osborne 1981: 210).  
Mahler's music has continued to influence composers well into the 20th century including 
Schönberg, Webern, Berg, Honegger, Britten, Sibelius, Boulez, Stockhausen, and 
especially the Soviet composer, Dmitri Shostakovich (Osborne 1981: 212). There is no 
doubt that Mahler was musically the link between the 19th and 20th centuries, at the 
pinnacle of the Romantic Era, whilst setting the scene for many modern movements and 
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styles. Although generally not understood in his lifetime, his music now receives the 
recognition it deserves (Osborne 1981: 212). 
3.2.4. Leonard Bernstein (1918 – 1990) 
Although having a huge reputation as an interpreter (through conducting) and a composer 
of Classical Music, Bernstein is probably most notably associated with musicals in 
general, particularly West Side Story (1957) (Gray 1994: 129; Stanley 2005: 248).  
Bernstein was a hard-working musician, starting initially as a pianist. He studied at 
Harvard University where Walter Piston and Aaron Copland trained and coached him. 
Bernstein formed a life-long musical association with both of them (Osborne 1981: 53). 
At the Tanglewood Music Centre3 he studied with Serge Koussevitzky4 (1874–1951) 
(Gray 1994: 128; Osborne 1981: 53). These influences led him from full-time performing 
into the art of composition.  
 
                                                          
3 The Tanglewood Music Centre is an annual summer music academy in Lenox, Massachusetts, 
United States, in which emerging professional musicians participate in performances, master 
classes and workshops (Gray 19994: 128). 
4 Serge Alexandrovich Koussevitzky (1874-1951) was a Russian-born conductor, composer and 
double-bassist. He was best known for his long tenure as Music Director, of the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra, from 1924 to 1949 (Gray 1994: 128). 
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He became Assistant Conductor of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, where a 
particular event gave him instant acclaim and a widespread following (Osborne 1981: 53; 
Gray 1994: 128). Bruno Walter5 (1876–1962) was to conduct a significant concert by the 
orchestra and was unable to fulfil this engagement. Furthermore, the principle conductor, 
who had appointed Bernstein, Artur Rodziński6 (1892–1958), was away. Hence, 
Bernstein was requested to take up the baton (Gray 1994: 128; Osborne 1981: 53).  
Bernstein later became the orchestra's Music Director, and was to become one of the 
foremost conductors of the day, leading orchestras throughout the world and gaining a 
reputation for his interpretations of composers such as Beethoven, Mahler and other 
masters including Brahms and Sibelius (Gray 1994: 128). Bernstein also composed Neo-
Classical works for the concert hall, including three Symphonies and an Opera (Stanley 
2005: 248; Gray 1994: 129). 
 
                                                          
5 Bruno Walter (1876-1962)  was a German-born conductor, pianist and composer. Born in Berlin, 
he left Germany in 1933 to escape the Third Reich, settling finally in the United States in 1939. 
He worked closely with Gustav Mahler, whose music he helped to establish in the repertory (Gray 
1994: 137). 
6 Artur Rodziński (1892-1958) was a Polish conductor of opera and symphonic music. He is 
especially noted for his work as the Music Director of the Cleveland Orchestra and the New York 
Philharmonic in the 1930s and 1940s (Gray 1994: 128). 
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3.3 Conclusion 
This chapter was able to state and elaborate on the impact that these four male 
composer-conductors had on orchestral conducting as we know it today. These four 
composer-conductors were able to elevate the standard of orchestral playing and ensure 
that their own works were performed correctly. Working with the composer is a luxury 
many conductors do not have today. Furthermore, the aforementioned composer-
conductors were also able to establish orchestral conducting as the art form we know it 
as today. They were all not only notable and influential composers but were esteemed 
conductors that changed or added greatly to the art form.  
In Chapter Four, the treatise will look at how the majority of these conductors went on to 
become Music Directors at some of the world’s best orchestras and how they steered 
these orchestras into the 21st century – both musically and artistically. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE ROLE OF 21st CENTURY CONDUCTOR 
4.1 Introduction 
In this, the fourth chapter of the treatise, I will discuss the relevance and importance of 
the conductor’s role in an orchestra. This chapter will seek to explain the difference 
between showmanship and music making and mention the qualities of a good orchestral 
conductor. The discussion in this chapter will elaborate on the communication between 
the conductor and the musicians as well as the impact of a Musical Director. Many 20th 
and 21st century orchestras, increasingly more so after World War II, sought to have a 
singular role of leadership. We will explore as to why this was the case. The Berlin 
Philharmonic and the New York Philharmonic and their respective musical directors will 
be discussed in this chapter, as representatives of how the role of conductors has evolved 
over time. 
 
4.2 What does the conductor really do in front of the orchestra? 
In this section, the researcher hopes to elaborate on the visual aspects of a conductor’s 
role as seen by the audience. Not many concertgoers truly understand the intricacies of 
the in-depth workings of the conductor on the podium. “The primary duties of the 
conductor are to unify performers, set the tempo, execute clear preparations of entries 
and beats, and to listen critically and shape the sound of the melody and the ensemble” 
(Gillinson 2009; Seaman 2013: 41; Front 1948: 410). 
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Most conductors have successfully used the method of indicating silent hand gestures or 
as Krènek (1939: 20) presents it, the communication from the conductor, to the ensemble 
is non-verbal during a performance. The right hand is used to indicate the beats per 
measure or to indicate the tempo of the work whilst the left hand is used to signal entries 
of the different instrument groups. “Cueing is achieved by engaging the players before 
their entry and executing a clear preparation, often directed toward the specific players 
or instrument groups” (Boyden & Scholes 1959: 108; Seaman 2013: 87; McElheran 1966: 
46). The left hand is also used to communicate aspects of musical interpretation, made 
by the conductor or written in the score, by the composer; such as increases and 
decreases in volume, shaping of a musical phrases and of articulation (McElheran 1966: 
37; Seaman 2013: 90). This is exactly what Krènek (1939: 20) and Gillinson (2009) meant 
when explaining that a conductor directs a musical performance with clear and visible 
gestures. This is only the beginning of the meaning behind the conductor’s waving hands 
(Munger 2008).  
One of the many problems conductors encounter is what is referred to as ‘mirroring 
conducting’. This is when the left hand mimics the right hand exactly, and shows nothing 
regarding phrasing, articulation or cues but merely indicates the exact same pattern as 
the right hand. It is at least a little more picturesque than the problem of a dead hand. 
This is when the left hand hangs limply at the side of the conductor’s body.  
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The left hand has many important and vital uses. It can indicate and encourage players 
to perform long musical lines and uninterrupted musical sentences. It may indicate the 
start or the overlapping of musical ideas; show dynamics and intensify or define orchestral 
colours; and indicate the extremeness of a musical climax (McElheran 1966: 37).   
If he (the conductor) does not possess inborn interpretative gifts, without, he will remain 
a ‘time-beater’ (Grosbayne 1956: 279).  
This extract from Grosbayne (1956) links to the discussion on the movement of the left 
hand. Grosbayne’s thoughts echo the thinking and logic of many musicians and non-
musicians; that if a conductor is merely going to stand in front of an ensemble and keep 
the time, it is then a pointless exercise. When true music is created through the tip of the 
conductor’s hands or when the conductor is able to communicate nuances of phrasing 
and expression through his gestures that is when something truly magical is created on 
stage (Krènek 1939: 20; Grosbayne 1956: 279). 
The expectations placed on that of the role of the conductor has changed significantly 
over the last two centuries. What started as the timekeeper in the Renaissance (Camesi 
1965:365), when the music was not as challenging, to now where the intricacies of the 
music being performed, and the larger orchestras, require the necessity of the 
authoritative figure to lead from the front (Krènek 1939: 224; Adenot 2015: 1). 
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The right hand moves in internationally (orchestral) recognised patterns but there is also 
a wide variety of different conducting styles, depending on the school of training (British, 
American, Russian or French) coupled with the knowledge and real life experiences of 
the teacher. These schools came about once orchestral conducting was seen as an 
established art form and one worth studying. The schools differ I believe, due to the 
different nationalities and each countries’ strong sense of nationalism. Each school has 
a long tradition of orchestral music and orchestral conducting and may differ in the 
slightest from one another (Wittry 2007: 7; Seaman 2013: 15). Conductor’s beat times in 
groups of two, three, four, or sometimes, as in the late Romantic Era and into the early 
20th Century and post-World War II, up to several beats in a bar. 
Conductors aim to maintain eye contact with the ensemble as much as possible, 
encouraging eye contact in return and thus increasing the dialogue between musicians 
and conductor, this is essential (Seaman 2013:43; McElheran 1966: 48). I know from my 
own experience with working with the Nelson Mandela University Symphony Orchestra 
that musicians are encouraged to play when a strong cue or gesture is given.  
The emergence of the modern conductor in the 20th century, led to a number of important 
conductors who established long-term relationships with ensembles. These relationships 
brought a distinctive sound and style to their orchestras. Among the most prominent of 
these conductor-orchestra relationships were Herbert von Karajan (1908–1990) with the 
Berlin Philharmonic, Eugene Mravinsky (1903–1988) with the Leningrad Symphony 
Orchestra, George Szell (1897–1970) with the Cleveland Orchestra, Leopold 
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Stokowski (1882–1977) with the Philadelphia Orchestra, and Fritz Reiner (1888–1963) 
and Georg Solti (1912–1997) with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra (Gillinson 2009).  
The dynamic of the symphonic tradition, as it pertains to the relationship between the 
modern conductor and orchestra, has been articulated in a most poetic fashion by long-
time program annotator of the Cleveland Orchestra, Klaus George Roy. Roy wrote: "What 
more miraculous creation of mankind is there than the symphony orchestra – a hundred 
musicians collaborating flawlessly in the creation of a single sonority from moment to 
moment, under the guidance of a single and singular mind who conveys the sound image 
of another's tonal imagination, and carrying with it a single listener as it carries a thousand 
or two thousand?” We tend to take for granted the skill and sensitivity of such a performing 
organism, and we should take time to marvel afresh that such a joint effort is possible for 
human beings, so rich in communication, beauty and meaning" (Gillinson 2009). 
4.3 Is a conductor’s role ‘crucial’ to a performance? 
Krènek’s ideas introduced earlier in the treatise on the conductor being the central figure 
to a performance (Krènek’s 1939: 224; Adenot 2015: 1) is echoed by other academic 
scholars such as Gillinson, as he writes in The Guardian, “The role of the conductor is 
crucial to the performance of an orchestra” (Gillinson 2009). He goes on to the say that a 
great musical experience cannot be created by simply getting the notes right (Gillinson 
2009; Seaman 2013: 41).  
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In my opinion, a conductor does not make the music, as he does not play an instrument 
or make a sound but he creates and guides the line of the music. The conductor needs 
to be an artist and truly take the performers and the audience, often consisting of non-
musicians, on an emotional and often inspirational journey. In my view, this is what truly 
defines the difference between a good and a great conductor. One such conductor was 
Koussevitzky. Botstein (2002: 584-585) reminds us of two of Koussevitzky’s 
characteristics as a conductor, namely his keen sense of tone colour and sound and his 
command of conducting especially the dramatic works of the Romantic era.  His musical 
directorship as conductor, led to the Boston Orchestra being renowned for its sound, 
precision and flexibility.   
What is the truth behind the pivotal role of a conductor? Is a conductor no more than a 
combination of timekeeper and an extravagant showman, for the appeal of the crowds?  
Hewett poses these questions in his article, in The Telegraph, (Hewett 2014).  
Based on my own experiences, I deduce that conducting can be viewed as a combination 
of both elements. It has become part of a conductor’s job to be a showman. The conductor 
needs the support of the audience, but at the same time, he has to give clear indications 
to the orchestra. The most important part is to bring out the emotions and musicality 
desired by the composer, written in the score.  
It should be taken into account that a conductor’s core job is to be a timekeeper. This 
function is neither straightforward in principle nor easy in practice as Hewett (2014) 
reminds us. A musical pulse is a mysterious thing – it is a living, breathing entity, varying 
constantly from beat to beat. It can either gather speed and energy as the melodic line 
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moves to its climax, or it can ease back as the music’s energy relaxes (Hewett 2014). 
Now we start to add the composer’s numerous written indications for speeding up and 
slowing down, the historical conventions about tempo (such as the great debate about a 
“lilt” of a Viennese waltz), the cueing of several large instrument groups, and remembering 
to shape and phrase the music for each instrument group (Hewett 2014). Suddenly, the 
business of simply ‘keeping time’ in orchestral music seems almost an impossible job. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the role of the conductor is crucial to the success of the 
performance. 
4.4 Two International Orchestras and their Music Directors 
4.4.1  The Berlin Philharmonic: history and the role of its leaders  
The Berlin Philharmonic is one of the world’s leading orchestras to date and its history is 
filled with some of the best composer-conductors and conductors of the 19th, 20th and 21st 
century – all of whom had a significant role in the development and survival of the 
orchestra. It has played the leading role in Berlin’s musical life for the last 135 years. Each 
conductor and or music director has been able to elevate the standard of the orchestra, 
and increase the public image and international profile of the orchestra to critical acclaim.  
Once reading the history of this famous, world-renowned orchestra, one can slowly start 
to see the significance and the importance of the conductor’s role. Conductors can shape 
the performance and improve the overall sound of the orchestra. Furthermore, those 
conductors and music directors who initially started the orchestra or those who had 
prolonged engagements with the orchestra were able to elevate not only the standard 
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and the quality of playing but increase the orchestra’s repertoire list and profile. Thus, 
these conductors were able to intertwine the orchestra into the cities’ community.  
From the orchestra’s beginning in 1887, Hans von Bülow, was one of the most esteemed 
conductors at the time – with his knowledge and status, he became the Music Director of 
the Berlin Philharmonic (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017). The orchestra was 
founded by 54 ambitious musicians who revolted against autocratic rule and poor working 
conditions (Lehman 1999: 12). The decision, of appointing Hans von Bülow, laid the 
foundation of the orchestra’s sound and soon established the orchestra's national and 
international reputation. This attracted international guests such as Hans Richter, Felix 
von Weingartner, Richard Strauss, Gustav Mahler, Johannes Brahms and Edward Grieg; 
all of whom had the opportunity to work with and conduct the orchestra. Thus, the 
orchestra began with a single-minded leader; a sole leader who was able to not only lead 
the orchestra musically but also to establish it nationally and internationally (Lehman 
1999: 13; Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017).  
In 1895, Arthur Nikisch became Chief Conductor of the orchestra. During the 27 years of 
his directorship, he provided a commanding artistic continuity. It is significant to note the 
importance of this, the first prolonged engagement with the orchestra. It is such a 
significant and often forgotten factor of orchestral playing. An orchestra, in my opinion, is 
able to develop and achieve much more with a conductor they trust through regular 
interactions and workings. Nikisch thus, was able to explore and enlarge the orchestral 
repertoire of the orchestra, advocating Bruckner with some vehemence and indulging his 
preference for the works of Tchaikovsky, Berlioz, Franz Liszt, and "contemporary" works 
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by Strauss and Mahler (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017). Despite the change in 
musical leadership in 1923, to Wilhelm Furtwängler, the orchestra continued to perform 
throughout World War I and World War II (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017).  
After Furtwängler fled to Switzerland in 1945, Leo Borchard became the new Chief 
Conductor of the Berlin Philharmonic. Regrettably, this arrangement only lasted only a 
few months, as Borchard was accidentally shot and killed by the American forces 
occupying Berlin. Sergiu Celibidache then took over as Chief Conductor from 1945 to 
1952. When Furtwängler returned in 1952, he resumed his position as conductor of the 
orchestra until his death in 1954 (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017). The orchestra 
continued to perform and develop (and maintain) their reputation despite the continuous 
change and uncertainty. It is often difficult for an orchestra to continue to full capacity 
when there is uncertainty and disruption in the music making process.   
Famous for his contributions, Herbert von Karajan, was appointed in 1955 and led the 
orchestra until his resignation in April 1989 – months before his death (Berlin 
Philharmoniker Archives 2017). Under his incredible musical leadership, von Karajan was 
able to truly develop the orchestral sound and made a vast number of recordings. They 
toured extensively, gaining international recognition (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 
2017). It was truly the beginning of a new era. The orchestra had found its stability and a 
sole leader who would be able to challenge them, expand their technique and repertoire, 
and lift the profile of the orchestra. Karajan embodied the 20th century conductor: a leader 
who was energetic, charismatic, a visionary, and absolutely dedicated to music and its 
development (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017).  
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Under the leadership of von Karajan, the Berliner Philharmonic developed their very own 
performance culture, characterised by a beauty of sound (especially in the strings), 
enchanting legati, virtuosity and perfection. He placed importance on Classical and 
Romantic orchestral repertoire; dwelling on the influential works by Beethoven, Brahms, 
Bruckner, Schumann, Tchaikovsky, Wagner and Strauss (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 
2017). In addition, he was devoted to expanding the repertoire of the orchestra and his 
own knowledge and performed works by leading composers of the early 20th Century, 
such as Ravel, Stravinsky and Debussy – taking the occasional detour into the realm of 
Contemporary music with works by Messiaen and Henze (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 
2017).  
Von Karajan not only expanded the orchestra but was also able to introduce orchestral 
innovations to ensure the continuity and prolonged future success of the orchestra. He 
founded the Salzburg Easter Festival in 1967, at which the Philharmonic was able to 
perform and grow its audience following and also establish themselves as an Opera 
Orchestra. He also created the Herbert von Karajan Conducting Competition, first held in 
1969, which became the springboard of international careers for several young 
conductors such as Mariss Jansons and Valery Gergiev. Karajan promoted promising 
talents even beyond that, including Claudio Abbado and Seiji Ozawa. Concerned about 
the next generation of musicians, he initiated the Orchestra Academy in 1972, with the 
sole purpose of preparing prospective orchestra musicians to work in a professional 
orchestra (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017). This is also an important facet as 
orchestras, nationally and internationally, need to continuously think about their futures 
and from where they are getting their next generation of classical trained musicians.  
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In 1989, the orchestra elected7 Claudio Abbado as its next Chief Conductor. It was the 
first time the Philharmonic resorted to democratic voting after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 
1989. Abbado, as conductor, was able to broaden and expand the orchestra's repertoire 
beyond the core Classical and Romantic works (a tradition instilled by von Karajan) to 
include more modern 20th century compositions. During the post-unification period, the 
orchestra encountered financial problems resulting from budgetary stress in the city of 
Berlin (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017).   
When Claudio Abbado announced his resignation as principal conductor in 1998, he 
presented the Berliner Philharmoniker with a major challenge, namely to find a personality 
to get the orchestra ready for the 21st century (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017).  
Sir Simon Rattle has brought an even more transparent orchestral sound to the Berlin 
Philharmonic (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017). He has confronted the musicians 
with conductors who are considered specialists in historical performance practice, 
broadening their own knowledge and technique, and has focused strongly on the works 
of Viennese Classicism as well as exposing the orchestra to contemporary composers – 
including Hans Werner Henze, Thomas Adès, Jörg Widmann, Sofia Gubaidulina and 
Heiner Goebbels (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017).  
 
                                                          
7 The Berlin Philharmonic is one of the few orchestras internationally where the orchestra 
members vote as to who is appointed as their chief conductor. 
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Particularly good press was received for his cyclical interpretations of the symphonies of 
Brahms, Sibelius and Mahler; as well as a performance of Bach’s St. Matthew’s 
Passion staged by Peter Sellars, For Rattle, the most important thing we’ve ever done 
here (Berlin Philharmoniker Archives 2017). Rattle made it a condition of his signing with 
the Berlin Philharmonic that it be turned into a self-governing public foundation, with the 
authority to make its’ own artistic and financial decisions. In April 2008, the Berlin 
Philharmonic Orchestra musicians voted in favour of retaining Rattle as their Chief 
Conductor through until the end of the orchestral season in 2018 (Berlin Philharmoniker 
Archives 2017). 
Throughout the last 135 years, the Berlin Philharmonic has been able to succeed 
immensely, due to the role of their conductors and music directors. The orchestra has 
suffered through war, government and political rule, financial insecurities, lack of stable 
leadership and continuity, yet in 2017, it is still one of the world’s best orchestras. This 
success and international profile is thanks to those sole minded conductors and music 
directors that were able to lead the orchestra, develop their sound, increase their public 
profile and have a prolonged engagement. All of these aspects serve as evidence for the 
need and importance of the conductor’s role.  
4.4.2 The New York Philharmonic: history and the role of its leaders 
The New York Philharmonic is similar to the Berlin Philharmonic in that it is one of the 
world’s leading orchestras to date and its history is dominated with some of the best 
composer-conductors and conductors of the 19th, 20th and 21st century. Both orchestras 
had their origins as small city orchestras and are two of the world’s prestige foundations 
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today. Each conductor and or music director, all of whom had a significant role in the 
development and survival of the orchestra, has been able to elevate the standard of the 
orchestra. Each has increased the public image and international profile of the orchestra 
to critical acclaim. Long a leader in American musical life, the Philharmonic has become 
renowned internationally, having appeared in 432 cities in 63 countries on five continents 
(New York Philharmonic Archives 2017). 
In the section to follow, one will be able to understand the history of this famous orchestra 
and thus see the significance and the importance of the role of their conductors.  
The New York Philharmonic was founded in 1842 by the American conductor, Ureli Corelli 
Hill, and is one of the oldest orchestras in the world (New York Philharmonic Archives 
2017). Hill was the first conductor of the orchestra and his role was one of the most difficult 
– to initiate the orchestra, establish the momentum of the orchestra and grow a public 
audience for the orchestra. The orchestra was firstly known as the Philharmonic Society 
of New York and was only one of three Philharmonic Orchestras on American soil. The 
first concert of the Philharmonic Society took place on 7 December 1842, in the Apollo 
Rooms on lower Broadway, for a 600-strong audience (New York Philharmonic Archives 
2017). Thus, indicating that Hill had already in such a short time created a good profile 
for the orchestra. 
The roster of composers-conductors and conductors who have led the Philharmonic 
includes such historic figures such as Theodore Thomas, Antonín Dvořák, Gustav Mahler 
(Music Director from 1909-1911), Otto Klemperer, Richard Strauss, Willem Mengelberg 
(Music Director from 1922-1930), Wilhelm Furtwängler, Arturo Toscanini (Music Director 
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from 1928-1936), Igor Stravinsky, Aaron Copland, Bruno Walter (Music Advisor from 
1947-1949), Dimitri Mitropoulos (Music Director from 1949–1958), Klaus Tennstedt and 
George Szell [Music Advisor from 1969-1970] (New York Philharmonic Archives 2017). 
However, the Philharmonic of 1877 was in a desperate financial crisis, caused by the 
poor ticket sales from five concerts in the 1876/77 season. This is a factor of orchestra 
life seen by many orchestras, internationally. Unfortunately, no one can predict or plan 
for a financial crisis but many orchestras have to cancel concerts, in order to protect their 
public image. Representatives of the orchestra had hoped to attract German-born, 
American-trained conductor Theodore Thomas8 (1835 – 1905). Theodore Thomas was a 
well-established conductor and his own orchestra had competed directly with the 
Philharmonic for over a decade – which had brought him fame and great success (New 
York Philharmonic Archives 2017). The orchestra now sought stability, a leader that would 
be able to bring direct leadership and be able to help them out of their financial crisis. Due 
to the extreme desperation of the financial problems of the New York Philharmonic, the 
Philharmonic hired Theodore Thomas as Music Director without any conditions and he 
began conducting the orchestra in the Autumn of 1877 (New York Philharmonic Archives 
2017). 
                                                          
8 Theodore Thomas was an American violinist, conductor, and orchestrator of German birth. He 
is considered the first renowned American orchestral conductor and was the founder and the first 
Music Director of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra (Chicago Symphony Orchestra 2010). 
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Thomas conducted the New York Philharmonic for the next 14 years, yet again showing 
the effectiveness of a conductor’s prolonged engagement with an orchestra. Under his 
leadership he was able to vastly improve the orchestra's financial health whilst creating a 
polished, virtuosic and world-class ensemble – by developing their sound and repertoire. 
In 1891, he left New York to start the Chicago Symphony, taking thirteen New York 
Philharmonic musicians along with him (New York Philharmonic Archives 2017). Thomas 
was able to bring much needed stability to the orchestra and was able to elevate their 
standard and status. 
Anton Seidl followed after Thomas on the Philharmonic’s podium, serving the orchestra 
until 1898 (another 8 year appointment). Seidl, who had served as Wagner's assistant, 
was a renowned conductor for his interpretations of the composer's works. The 
Philharmonic enjoyed a period of unprecedented success and prosperity. The orchestra 
also performed its first world premiere (1893) – written by a world-renowned composer in 
the United States – Antonín Dvořák's 9th Symphony, From the New World (New York 
Philharmonic Archives 2017).  
Seidl's death was followed by five unsuccessful seasons under conductor Emil 
Paur (music director from 1898 to 1902) and Walter Damrosch, who only served for 
1902/03 season (New York Philharmonic Archives 2017). One cannot necessarily blame 
the conductors for the bad seasons; the orchestra had had two long serving conductors 
whom they had built a good working relationship with and the audience and public had 
supported their previous chief conductors. Change of leadership is not only felt in the 
orchestra but by the loyal concert goers as well. For several seasons the orchestra 
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employed guest conductors including Victor Herbert, Edoard Colonne, Willem 
Mengelberg, Fritz Steinbach, Richard Strauss, Felix Weingartner and Henry Wood (New 
York Philharmonic Archives 2017). 
In 1909, to ensure the financial stability of the Philharmonic, a group of wealthy New 
Yorkers led by two women, Mary Seney Sheldon and Minnie Untermyer, formed the 
Guarantors Committee and changed the Orchestra's organization from a musician-
operated co-operative to a corporate management structure (New York Philharmonic 
Archives 2017). This was a step in the right direction in my opinion. The success and 
public status of the orchestra had grown over the years for it to be able to develop into a 
corporate ‘business’. The guarantors were responsible for bringing Gustav Mahler to the 
Philharmonic as Principal Conductor and expanding the season from 18 to 54 concerts 
(New York Philharmonic Archives 2017). 
The Philharmonic was the only symphonic orchestra where Mahler worked as Music 
Director without any opera responsibilities, freeing him to explore symphonic literature 
more deeply and being able to create the orchestral sound he desired (New York 
Philharmonic Archives 2017; Osborne 1981: 212; Gray 1994: 136). In New York, he 
conducted several works for the first time in his career and introduced audiences to his 
own compositions (New York Philharmonic New York Philharmonic 1999; Osborne 1981: 
212). Under Mahler, a controversial figure both as a composer and conductor, the season 
expanded, musicians' salaries were guaranteed, the scope of operations broadened, and 
thus the 20thcentury orchestra was created. It is important to note that as Music Director, 
conductors now had a powerful authority on board meetings and decision makings 
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regarding the orchestra (Seaman 2013: 223; Wittry 2007: 170). Mahler is a true example 
of all the affectedness the role of the conductor can have. He was not only able to improve 
the orchestra musically, but was able to assist in improving the working conditions of the 
musicians. He also exposed audiences to his own music and new music constantly, 
indirectly educating the orchestras’ audience to appreciate new music – slowly leading 
them into the 21st century repertoire. 
In 1911, Mahler died unexpectedly and the Philharmonic appointed Josef Stránský as his 
replacement. Stránský led all of the orchestra's concerts until 1920 (another 9 year 
enegagement). Stránský, in a similar fashion to Mahler, kept the orchestra and its 
musicians happy and was able to build on their repertoire and sound. In 1930, Toscanini 
became sole conductor of the New York Philharmonic and remained Music Director until 
the Spring of 1936; then returning several times as a guest conductor until 1945 (New 
York Philharmonic Archives 2017). 
After an unsuccessful attempt to hire the German conductor Wilhelm Furtwängler – the 
English conductor John Barbirolli and the Polish conductor Artur Rodziński became joint 
replacements for Toscanini in 1936. The following year, Barbirolli was given the full 
conductorship, a post he held until the Spring of 1941. In December 1942, Bruno 
Walter was offered the Music Directorship but declined the job due to his age (Gray 
1994:128). Soon after the United States entered World War II,  Andre Kostelanetz took 
up the role as Music Director for the New York Philharmonic (New York Philharmonic 
Archives 2017). 
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Now, the New York Philharmonic’s 2017/18 season celebrates the Philharmonic’s 
greatest strengths and essential commitments while looking to the future as an innovative, 
global ensemble. It places the spotlight on its musicians and partners and is dedicated to 
new music, wide-ranging repertoire, education programmes, and accessibility. These are 
all aspects introduced by the conductors who lead the orchestra well into the 21st Century. 
This season, Jaap van Zweden serves as the Philharmonic’s new Music Director, 
succeeding great musical leaders Alan Gilbert (2009–17); Lorin Maazel (2002–09); Kurt 
Masur (1991–2002); Zubin Mehta (1978–91); Pierre Boulez (1971–77); and Leonard 
Bernstein [appointed Music Director in 1958] (New York Philharmonic Archives 2017). 
These chief conductors and music directors were some of the most influential, not only 
for their musicality and artistry, but for elevating the orchestra to international acclaim. 
They developed the repertoire and ensured the orchestra’s survival throughout the 21st 
Century. The orchestra too, suffered through war, government and political rule, financial 
insecurities, lack of stable leadership and continuity. However, it is one of the world’s best 
orchestras to date.  
This success and international profile is thanks to those sole minded conductors and 
music directors that were able to lead the orchestra, develop their sound, increase their 
public profile and have prolonged engagements – all these aspects serve as evidence for 
the need and importance of the conductor’s role. 
What the afore going descriptions highlight is the importance of what Botstein notes and 
that is the conductor as musical director is successful when he is able to have a long 
tenure with the orchestra and thus develop their sound into something that is unique. In 
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this way the orchestra then also serves to educate the players, the audience and is able 
to develop a repertoire that matches its inimitable sound (2002: 589-590).  
4.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we can finally see the extent of the conductor’s role and how crucial a 
Music Director can be in guiding the orchestra musically and artistically in performances 
and in political decisions. This is evident in Mahler providing secured salaries for the New 
York Philharmonic and von Karajan who developed the sound of the orchestra and 
elevated their international profile. The chapter was able to link examples used in Chapter 
Three of the composer-conductors, such as Mahler who was a not only a guest conductor 
to the Berlin Philharmonic but who also served as Music Director of the New York 
Philharmonic. Each conductor and music director has brought about a new element to 
their respective orchestras. These relate to orchestral sound, rehearsal techniques, 
management, financial success and international status. 
In the final chapter, the researcher will discuss and reflect on some of the economic, 
political, and sociological problems that threaten closure of orchestras worldwide. We will 
contemplate the future of conducting and how conductors and / or music directors can 
ensure the future of orchestras.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE FUTURE OF ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTING 
5.1. Introduction 
In this section of the treatise, I will discuss and reflect on some of the economic, political, 
and sociological problems that threaten closure of orchestras worldwide and thus threaten 
the future of conducting. It has become an increasing concern of musicians, 
internationally, that in the next 30 to 50 years there will be no professional orchestra’s in 
existence. This has a negative downward spiral effect as it will decrease the intake of 
students at music conservatories, and music programmes in public and private schools, 
leading to the demise of orchestral and teacher vacancies for musicians. This chapter will 
bring to light the causes of these concerns and aspire to give solutions for the way 
forward. 
5.2. The way forward for orchestral conducting 
Globally, the four principal causes of a symphony orchestras current, 21st century woes 
are financial limitations, artistic direction, symphonic culture and the social development 
of the district. All of these factors have been visible for years, and are now definitely the 
four main reasons why orchestras are shutting their doors (Kennicott 2013). 
Unfortunately, orchestras have been oblivious to these factors until the global recession 
of 2008. Thereafter, their accumulative weight was felt (Walsh 2001). 
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Since the economic crisis of 2008, bankruptcies have affected orchestras around the 
world. In April 2011, the news broke that one of America’s Big Five – the Philadelphia 
Orchestra – had filed for bankruptcy protection (Kennicott 2013). Thankfully, the 
Philadelphia Orchestra emerged from bankruptcy in July 2012, but with an unfortunate 
hiring freeze - the hiring of ten fewer orchestra musicians and a 15 percent pay cut for the 
remaining orchestra members. 
In the 21st century, there is the constant lingering possibility of the closure of many 
professional and amateur orchestras due to bankruptcy (Alrich 2014; Freeman 1996: 11; 
Kennicott 2013). In the last decade alone, several professional orchestras worldwide have 
closed their doors, mostly due to funding, falling ticket sales and lack of support (Walsh 
2001; Alrich 2014). Examples include, the Middletown Symphony Orchestra, the Florida 
Philharmonic, the San Jose Symphony, the Tulsa Philharmonic, the Colorado Springs 
Symphony and the San Antonio Symphony (Kinzer 2003). 
It would be illogical not to include the impact that this growing concern would have on the 
conductor’s role and his place in the orchestra. The causes for these problems are several 
and complex, beginning with the economic squeeze (Freeman 1996: 11) and money crisis 
(Walsh 2001). 
Internationally, musician’s and conductor’s salaries have increased to meet the demands 
of having a full time career as an orchestral musician – as well as having to meet the 
demands of the average cost of living. This unfortunately has led to the increased price 
of concert tickets and the general expenses of presenting a symphony concert. 
Orchestras have been bruised by the spiraling costs of running a symphony orchestra 
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and the presenting of a symphonic programme. Consequently, this has led to the 
shocking decrease in audience attendance as it would now appear that orchestras are 
aiming or targeting a more elite audience (Walsh 2001). 
Today, all orchestras raise the majority of their funds through ticket sales which averages 
to roughly 35 percent of their income (Walsh 2001). Government – local and national – 
funding and private donations by patrons, along with fundraisers are also contributors to 
orchestral income, but these are insufficient even when an orchestra is performing to near 
capacity concert venues. Although ticket prices have increased substantially over the past 
two decades, they have not kept up with the increasing rates of inflation and of operating 
costs (Walsh 2001; Kinzer 2003; Kennicott 2013).  
The average gap between earned income and the cost of making music has risen 
enormously (Walsh 2001; Kennicott 2013). The development of younger and new 
audiences is a concept that many orchestras are actively trying to embrace. Younger 
audiences are the growing norm in Europe, but are the exception in America, Australia 
and South Africa. Over the past decade, concert goers have shown a new and involved 
interest in what they want to hear (Walsh 2001).  
The collapse of music education within many countries’ public and government schools 
has resulted in the fact that orchestras can now no longer take for granted a constantly 
replenished, musically educated audience (Walsh 2001; Kennicott 2013). 
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Walsh (2001) then continues to make a harsh realisation that orchestras are in danger of 
becoming cultural dinosaurs - some are already extinct. Endowments and local and 
national funding for the arts have been cut and reduced drastically. Even with an increase 
in crowd-pleasing ‘Pops Concerts’ and community-outreach programmes, the decrease 
in professional orchestras is evident. 
Internationally, orchestral administrators must now target an increasingly diverse 
audience. Orchestras can no longer offer purely classical programmes and light ‘Prom 
Evenings’ but need to become presenters of all genres of music. The Detroit Symphony 
(Kennicott 2013) includes a variety of programmes to try to attract and accommodate the 
extreme diversity of concertgoers. These range from Classical music to Pop, Jazz 
evenings, Young People's and Tiny Tots, and Educational concerts [mostly targeting 
schools] (Kennicott 2013). 
As they scramble to maintain audiences, orchestras lose the commitment and goodwill of 
their more traditional audience, as almost none of the concerts are of any interest to 
serious listeners and concertgoers (Kennicott 2013). Orchestras, in the 21st century have 
become increasingly reliant on the drawing power of star soloists in an attempt to sell 
classical concerts. This leads to repetition of a handful of overfamiliar concertos and huge 
fees for agencies that nurture the new young, top talent (Kennicott 2013). 
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Many in orchestral management, especially those who first trained as musicians, care 
deeply about the rich and complex history of classical music. It has not been possible for 
them to find a practical way to present that history to like-minded music lovers (Kennicott 
2013). Instead, they work to please the other audience, dividing it into two classes, one 
made up of younger, adventurous listeners willing to try anything, and the other composed 
of older generations who want to only hear Beethoven’s 5th Symphony night after night 
(Kennicott 2013). 
It is sad to think that a visitor to any city will often get a better sense and feel of the city 
and its culture by visiting the local art museum, strolling the streets, taking a guided bus, 
sitting in a park and suffering the nightly news broadcast on television – rather than 
spending two hours with the local orchestra (Kennicott 2013).  
Firstly, orchestras need the support from local and national government and the support 
from the audiences in order to survive. Music will always exist, but the musicians required 
to make the music may not. The arts are equal to any other profession; hard work and 
hours of dedication go into perfecting instrumental and orchestral playing.  
Alrich (2014) also warns that this does not mean that orchestral management can 
increase ticket prices, as this is the first thing that scares off an audience. Musicians need 
to find the balance and need to return to the idea that music was made for everyone, to 
be enjoyed by everyone. This relates to the Classical era when music was performed for 
everyone, irrespective of class, in order to appreciate the arts.  
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Perhaps the two most serious problems are the ones that are intertwined to them all –
financial and artistic direction. Concert programmes have changed relatively little in the 
last century, and almost not at all in the past 30 to 40 years. New commissioned works 
(to target younger audiences) are often presented as a bitter pill to be washed down with 
more familiar and commonly known symphonic programmes. Conductors, meanwhile, 
too often treat the Central European Classical repertoire as a kind of competition course 
– with each one eager to put his or her stamp on the Beethoven Symphonies or the 
Stravinsky Ballets and thereby climb the maestro career ladder (Walsh 2001).  
Walsh and Alrich both agree that it is only when the orchestra is seen not as a careerist 
battleground for carpet bagging conductors but as a vital part of the community, bringing 
music to a wide and diverse public, that its survival will be assured (Walsh 2001; Alrich 
2014). 
Thus, is there a future for conducting? Yes, indeed there is. This ‘virtuosic’ art form took 
over 300 years to develop; and will continue to develop into the centuries to follow. Alrich 
explains that as long as there is music, there will also be a need for a driving force to lead 
the music and bring it to life. “Music reflects our feelings, and the thoughts, and the 
emotions of everyday life” (Alrich 2014). Music will continue to be a relatable art form in 
our current day and age, even to non-musicians. Music will also continue to challenge 
society; and music scholars such as Alrich, are excited for the possibilities and challenges 
that new composers and conductors will be faced with in the years that lie ahead. 
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"The measure of the future will be, how can we respond to this changing society and time 
that we are in?" observes the New York Philharmonic's Board. "Those who haven't got 
the vision and the courage to make some of the changes that are going to be needed will 
fall by the wayside. That may not be a bad thing." After all, the American orchestra first 
arose in response to a city's needs. In the end, a solid, productive marriage between 
ensemble and community may be the soundest innovation of all (Alrich 2014; New York 
Philharmonic Archives 2017). 
To sum up this critical research treatise, it is important to mention two factors that need 
to be taken into consideration to ensure that music, the arts and the future of conducting 
is maintained.  
One, music will always continue to play an important role in our society. Can one imagine 
an important sporting event without the National Anthem or the opening of the Winter 
Olympics without music? Alrich states that classical music, and any form of music in that 
regard, will never die out. “It's hard to imagine a world without Beethoven. You don't just 
wipe out history." (Alrich 2014) In South Africa, it is possible to conclude that music has 
brought this country together. It gave the suppressed a voice, it gave many people hope 
and it brought a nation together. Music will always uplift and change people’s thoughts on 
life and society; but only if we are willing to listen. It is the musician’s faith and love for 
music on which orchestras were founded and upon which it will continue to survive.  
The final factor to consider, one that is not often discussed, is that a conductor’s ego 
(Seaman 2013: 240) or the youthful cockiness as Hewett (2014) states, must never get 
in the way of the music. Music making is the core activity of orchestral playing and needs 
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to be treated as such. Gillinson (2009) speaks about an incident with Bernstein when he 
was confronted after a performance: 
“I once heard a player complain to Bernstein after a performance because he had 
done something differently from the way that he had rehearsed it. Bernstein asked 
the player if he wanted an automaton or a musician. Any player who has worked 
with great conductors knows that what they bring to their performances is the 
difference between competence and inspiration. It diminishes and completely 
misunderstands great music-making not to think there is any difference between 
the two” – (Gillinson 2009: The Guardian). 
Bernstein’s comment is not to be taken lightly. A conductor’s job is to rehearse the music 
in such a manner that it leaves the performers feeling comfortable and ready for the 
performance. I do agree that in the performance, the level of music-making is at a deeper 
connection than that of a rehearsal.  
However, the performers cannot experience this from their conductor for the first time on 
stage in the live performance. Music-making must happen both in the rehearsal and in 
the performance – and the conductor’s job as mentioned earlier is to inspire not only the 
audience but the musicians as well. Therefore, Bernstein’s comment leaves much to be 
desired and one feels that his ego was more evident in this comment than that of a 
‘humble’ conductor who had just given something of himself in the orchestral 
performance. Therefore, Green’s idea that, “the art of conducting is one of the most 
complex and demanding activities in the realm of music” is definitely true (Green 1969: 5; 
Front 1948: 410). 
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5.3. South African Orchestras 
In this section, I will relate the topics discussed within a South African context. In this 
section, I will also attempt to rank us with regard to orchestral music. Do conductors play 
a major role in the prolonging success or failure of South African Orchestras? The 
researcher will look at the CAPAB orchestra and its demise.  Additionally, the researcher 
will discuss the three remaining full-time orchestras in South Africa today (Burdukova 
2010). 
The three existing full-time orchestras – post-2000 – that have survived in the new 
government conditions are the KwaZulu-Natal Philharmonic Orchestra, the Cape 
Philharmonic Orchestra and the Johannesburg Philharmonic Orchestra. All three 
orchestras had to adapt to new workloads and undergo a difficult transformation into a 
money-earning business way of conducting their day-to-day operations (Burdukova 
2010).  
For this part of the treatise we also need to contextualise and mention the role of 
government in the running of South African Orchestras, prior to that of 1994. All aspects 
of music and of the concert going experience was only made available for the white 
population of the country. Many of the orchestras mentioned in this section would have 
started as a white orchestra, playing and performing for white audiences. The government 
provided substantial financial funding, as well as managerial boards, that supported the 
Arts and its developments. Moreover, post-1994, this is no longer the case. Orchestras 
throughout South Africa, including University Orchestras represent a fair demographic 
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reflection of the country and many of the orchestras have development and educational 
programmes, teaching music and music appreciation to previously disadvantaged 
communities. New concepts for the running of an orchestra – such as budgeting, 
advertising, planning, audience creation, outreach education, management 
reconstruction and fund raising – were slowly taken up and old mentalities associated 
with how orchestras were previously run were finally discarded (Burdukova 2010). 
5.3.1 The Eastern Cape Philharmonic Orchestra and its history 
The Cape Performing Arts Board (CAPAB) was a South African based Theatre 
Organisation that was located in Cape Town, serving the former Cape Province (including 
the now Eastern Cape). It was one of the four only state-funded Performing Arts Councils 
in the four former provinces of South Africa, instituted, in 1963 (South African History 
2017; Artscape History 2017). 
In 1961, the National Theatre Organisation was disbanded and replaced by four provincial 
Performing Arts Councils. In Cape Town, the Cape Performing Arts Board (CAPAB) was 
instituted in 1962 with the aim to promote the Performing Arts in the Cape Province and 
nationally in South Arica. The arts councils received sufficient government subsidies to 
fund various art forms as well as the operational requirements of the theatre facilities. 
Staff could receive permanent employment (South African History 2017; Artscape History 
2017). 
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After the change of government in 1994, funding policies changed dramatically. All 
Performing Art Boards were transformed to managers of playhouses and the various arts 
companies had to become independent. The CAPAB Drama Department staged its last 
production in May 1997. The new organization, Artscape, was launched on 27 March 
1999 to replace CAPAB and the Nico Malan Theatre Complex was renamed the Artscape 
Theatre Centre in March 2001 (South African History 2017; Artscape History 2017). 
This unfortunately left provinces, like the newly formed Eastern Cape, without a formal 
Arts and Culture Board. Even though the Eastern Cape has a strong music education 
tradition in a fair number of the schools and many school and church orchestras, the 
Eastern Cape still struggles to keep classical music alive. 
The Eastern Cape Philharmonic Orchestra (ECPO) is one of only two orchestras left in 
the Eastern Cape, alongside the Nelson Mandela University Symphony Orchestra. Both 
orchestras rely heavily on funding (The National Lottery Fund, SAMRO, Concert SA) and 
sponsorship and run purely on the takings from their ticket sales and sponsors. Both 
orchestras have a significant place in society and the community and both orchestras, if 
they wish to survive for decades to come, need to look at broadening their concert going 
audience. They need to find ways of attracting a younger and more diverse audience. 
5.3.2 The three full-time orchestras 
In the following section, I will discuss three full-time professional South African orchestras, 
mentioning a brief history and their successes in a difficult financial and political country. 
These orchestras are in many ways similar to that of the Berlin Philharmonic and the New 
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York Philharmonic discussed previously, as they too struggle with a decline of 
government and concertgoer support. The orchestra is based on the Western Art Form 
and majority of the concerts throughout the year are those of similar repertoire, and 
standard that would be heard internationally. However, our South African orchestras are 
in support of promoting South African music and their composers. 
The Cape Town Philharmonic Orchestra (CTPO), the Johannesburg Philharmonic 
orchestra (JPO) and the Kwazulu-Natal Philharmonic Orchestra (KZNPO) are the only 
three full-time orchestras left in South Africa. The orchestras are based in Cape 
Town, Johannesburg and Durban, respectively. 
The CTPO was established in 1914 as the Cape Town Municipal Orchestra and recently 
celebrated 100 years of symphony music in the Cape. The orchestra soon became an 
established entity, both musically and financially (due to help of the first music leaders9). 
It has also earned a national and international reputation (Gollom 2000).  
                                                          
9 William H Bell (1873-1946), who had been appointed Director of the South African College of 
Music in 1912, was chosen to assist them. He suggested that a suitable musical director be 
appointed. Bell recommended Theo Wendt (1874-1951), who was working in South Africa as the 
conductor of the South African Repertory Company. Bell had met Wendt before 1900, when they 
had (Cape Times, 26 October, 1925) both attended the Royal Academy of Music in London. Theo 
Wendt assumed his duties as Musical Director and Conductor of the Cape Town Municipal 
Orchestra on 1 January 1914 (Gollom 2000). 
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Today, it is a thriving South African Orchestra with regular concerts, hosting some of the 
world’s leading soloists and guest conductors. 
In 2000, members of the disbanded National Symphony Orchestra formed the 
Johannesburg Philharmonic Orchestra (JPO). During 2000, the JPO utilised its own 
financial resources to present concerts and pay the musicians. These concerts included 
programmes with three overseas guest conductors as well as world-renowned 
international artists and soloists (Johannesburg Philharmonic Orchestra 2017).  
In 2007, the JPO became a full-time orchestra with permanent musicians on annual 
contracts. In 2009, the JPO performed for the Inauguration of President Zuma at the 
Union Buildings. Later that year, JPO was also awarded funding for a three-year period 
by the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund. In 2010, the JPO was asked to perform 
and record music for the FIFA World Cup Opening and Closing Ceremonies 
(Johannesburg Philharmonic Orchestra 2017).  
At the end of 2012, the JPO reached another financial crisis that almost ended in 
liquidation. The year 2017 saw the re-birth of the JPO, with a new CEO and partnerships 
and a number of organizational changes. The JPO strives to be nationally and 
internationally recognised as the country’s leading philharmonic orchestra, and to ensure 
the ongoing sustainability and growth of music traditions, nurturing the accessibility of 
music to a broader community (Johannesburg Philharmonic Orchestra 2017).  
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The KwaZulu-Natal Philharmonic Orchestra (KZNPO) is a professional orchestra based 
in Durban, South Africa. It was founded in 1983 under the name Natal Philharmonic 
Orchestra [NPO] (Kwazulu-Natal Philharmonic Orchestra 2017).  
Today, The KZNPO receives its funding from the eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality, the 
National Department of Arts and Culture, the KwaZulu-Natal provincial Department of 
Arts and Culture, the South African National Lottery, the National Arts Council of South 
Africa, the Rupert Music Foundation and various individual patrons and sponsors 
(Kwazulu-Natal Philharmonic Orchestra 2017). 
Even though, these South African orchestras may have resident conductors, and 
international resident guest conductors, the majority of their concert season features 
guest conductors. Therefore, I state that the role of the conductor has not been utilised to 
its full potential. The future of South African orchestras, future classical musicians and the 
future young conductors’ fate lies in the hands of the organisers, orchestral managers, 
CEO and board members, and the audience. South African orchestras I believe are 
dependent on the role of these aspects. One then needs to ask the question – do South 
African orchestras have a unique sound – or are we just a copy of an European orchestra? 
My recommendation for any amateur, university, semi-professional or professional 
orchestra in our country is that we should revisit or at least reconsider the role and the 
importance of a sole conductor or music director. It can lead to success to have a single 
mind, with the help of others, to lead our orchestras in our country to critical acclaim. 
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5.4 The Researcher’s Reflections: My path to the podium 
Having worked with the Nelson Mandela University Symphony Orchestra (NMUSO) since 
August 2015, I have been able to develop important skills that have prepared me well for 
the national and international profession of orchestra conducting. This has long been a 
passion of mine and I am humbled that the university was able to give me this opportunity. 
Often, we as young conductors need to make our own opportunities and that is true when 
I think back to writing the proposal to have the orchestra reinstated. If you want to be a 
conductor, you have to conduct. It is important to get as much physical experience as you 
can – I look back to the first studio class I conducted. This later led me to conduct 4th year 
composition students’ final compositions. I have started my ten-year journey rule – where 
you never turn down an opportunity to conduct.  
Over the past two years, I have been able to grow musically and in many ways was able 
to plot the parallels in my development between that of the role of a conductor and music 
director. In many ways, when the orchestra restarted in 2015, I was definitely the 
timekeeper, an organiser, who seemed to ensure that everyone was where they needed 
to be; and a strong timekeeper. As I grew technically, I was able to select more 
challenging and difficult repertoire that was more complex and challenging to both myself 
and the orchestra. In this process, I grew into my role as the authoritative central figure.  
I was able to deal with all the aspects of that similar to a professional musical director. 
Besides being a rehearsal and concert conductor, the responsibilities included decisions 
of that of an artistic director; including programming, hiring of extra musicians and 
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scheduling rehearsals and concerts. I also made several professional decisions similar to 
that made by an orchestral manager; including orchestra costs and budgeting, booking 
of venues, advertising and all control of concert logistics.  
It was also a unique experience to be able to explore the orchestral repertoire, from 
Dvorak’s 8th Symphony (Romantic) in my first concert, to Beethoven’s 1st Symphony 
(Classical) in my second. The orchestra performed a South African work, The Selfish 
Giant, by the living South African composer, Peter-Louis van Dijk, for my third concert. 
Each one of these works brought a unique learning experience to me as a musician and 
conductor. It expanded my own knowledge and demanded me to take on the role of music 
director as a serious task. I was able to make decisions regarding the music and its 
interpretation, as well as decisions pending the logistics and running of the orchestra and 
the concerts.  
For the first two concerts, I had to rely on score study and studying the historical 
background of each work. I also had to research tempo indications and stylistic nuances 
and resorted to actively listening to several historic recordings. As preparation for the final 
concert, I was able to connect with the mind of the composer and have a vital point of 
reference. I was able to understand his decisions regarding tempo, harmony and phrasing 
and had a deeper knowledge of which melodic lines were of greater importance.  
From my own experience, I can stress the importance of planning ahead and being able 
to work well with people. I often have to plan the rehearsal schedule well in advance (so 
members know when they are needed) and to hire extra players months prior, to minimize 
this additional expense. I also need to make sure that I am well equipped with the 
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knowledge (historical), and prior analysis of the musical work to be able interpret the score 
correctly and guide the orchestra through the process. Conductors often forget how 
important this is as visual memory (what we do in front of the ensemble) is just as crucial 
as muscle memory for your performers. Precise baton technique and cues for the players 
indicate to them their reassurance and confidence in you as their leader and gives them 
an overall view of your artistic vision on the work(s) to be performed.  
At rehearsals when the conductor is absent, the participation and contribution of ideas 
from all the orchestral members is important and necessary, and this generates a very 
different dynamic to that when a conductor leads the rehearsal. The orchestra then also 
has the time to have sectional rehearsals and is able to fix any technical problems that 
often cannot be addressed in a full rehearsal. 
We also need to consider the public figure or status of the conductor and orchestra. If the 
orchestra continues to have successful concerts, the number of audience members and 
those attending your concerts will increase. The NMUSO has put measures in place to 
make sure that the orchestra is not only seen on stage, performing, but also on social 
media and all types of 21st century marketing devices. Thus, ensuring that the public 
image and profile of the orchestra is known in our home city. We hope to maintain the 
strong concert going audience support the orchestra has built over the years. 
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5.5 Addressing the research questions of the study 
Following, is a summary of the study presented according to the research question and 
sub-questions of the study: 
5.5.1 How did the role of the conductor change over time? 
When reflecting upon my study, it is quite difficult to imagine that music in the Western 
art culture did not always have or need an orchestral or ensemble conductor. On the other 
hand, can we imagine a major orchestra in the 21st century without the ‘face’ of their 
musical director.  
As stated earlier on in the treatise, during the era of the Renaissance and early 1600s, 
the church choir master (chapel master) would simply indicate to the singers when they 
should come in, letting them interpret the lines as he used his hands to beat time. In 
ensemble music, the principle violinist would lead the ensemble 
Throughout history, the job of the conductor has evolved from marking the beat to shaping 
the entire interpretation of a work for the ensemble. The conductor serves as the leader 
for the musicians in various ways, including guiding the tone, coordination, and accuracy 
of the execution of the work being performed. 
During the Classical Era, composers such as Bach, Mozart and Haydn conducted their 
compositions from the harpsichord or later the fortepiano. They often also allowed the 
first violinist (concertmaster) to indicate the start the work. However, we must take into 
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consideration that these ensembles were small enough for the players in the ensemble 
to hear what everyone was doing.  
Opera, of course, always involved more elaborate forces. This included coordinating the 
singers, the chorus and the orchestra players. The Paris Opera, during the 17th and 18th 
centuries, came up with the novel idea of putting the conductor on stage where he beat 
time loudly on a table. 
Later, the conductor was moved into the orchestra pit, but still kept time by pounding the 
floor with a staff. Conducting from the keyboard persisted in some European quarters 
until the 1870s but increasingly, the first violinist (concertmaster) came to direct the 
musicians. This changed in the time of Mendelssohn and Wagner. 
Many conductors in the Romantic Era did not feel the need to be active on the podium all 
the time – following the tradition of the Classical conductors that were purely responsible 
for maintaining an even tempo. Weber and Mendelssohn were good examples of this as 
they felt that they should beat time only when passages got especially difficult. Like Weber 
and Mendelssohn, the first conductors were also composers.  
Over time, the structure of the music continued to change and became more complex, 
incorporating rhythmic changes, irregular time signatures, and other modern means of 
musical expression. However, at the same time, the demand for music continued to grow 
and reach wider audiences, so that people began to expect more accurate and precise 
performances. This then resulted in the conductor’s role evaluating to a new status within 
the orchestra. 
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The conductor would indicate entrances and cut-offs, guide musicians who could not fully 
hear what musicians on the other side of the orchestra were doing, provide a single 
reference point for the rhythm, set the colour and tone through different movements, and 
keep control of the music throughout changes in tempo. 
In general, the role of the conductor has come to be the overall leader of the ensemble, 
responsible for everything from the musicianship of the performers, to making decision 
on board meetings, to attracting audiences to sometimes serving as the public ‘image’ of 
the orchestra on radio or television. 
Today, the world has changed and conductors need to be conscious of the role the play, 
not only in rehearsals and in concerts by the in their community. Hence, the 
communication skills of a conductor have become a crucial skill set – the conductor is the 
spokesperson for the ensemble. 
A conductor’s role has moved from the podium and into the community surrounding the 
orchestra. This is very important as this in the same community that supports the 
orchestra at the concerts. In the past (Wittry 2007:31) it was easy for a conductor to just 
come into the rehearsal, conduct the concert and go home – they did not participate in 
the organisational decisions of the orchestra.  
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5.5.2 What is the role of the conductor beyond the rehearsal? 
The role of the conductor has always been one of immense importance, and as seen in 
the study the role has changed and developed throughout history. One could argue that 
the workload of the conductor should be shared, as in he should not be involved in all 
aspects of the concert and decision making – but my main conclusion is that orchestras 
that truly succeed and do exceptionally well, are those orchestras that have a sole music 
director or chief conductor. As the literature has shown, most orchestras today have 
committees or board members that help manage the orchestra and logistics of the 
ensemble, in addition to the conductor. The preceding literature study provided evidence 
of such exceptional leaders who have led orchestras. If we focus on the specific functions 
of the conductor, we need to consider two situations: during rehearsals (before the 
concert) and during the concert. 
Thus, during orchestra rehearsals, prior to the concert, the conductor often fulfills multiple 
roles. These roles vary and included being an organiser, orchestral manager, teacher 
(often when working with youth or university orchestras – members come underprepared) 
as well as music director.  
Then, on the other side of the coin, we have the role of the conductor during a concert or 
performance. The conductor then becomes a type of mediator between the ensemble, 
the music and the audience. It is so important that the orchestra can sense and feel the 
energy of the conductor and feel comfortable onstage as they have been well prepared. 
Conductors, as stated previously, should not try anything new on stage – the preparation 
and music making experience needs to happen from the first rehearsal. Conductors 
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cannot leave everything for the stage. The conductor has the ability and privilege to 
convey the changes of rhythm, dynamics, moods and attitude of the music to the 
audience.  
Thus in conclusion, the role of the conductor is a vital aspect in ensuring the smooth 
operation and running of any group of musicians. Strong orchestral leadership is crucial 
to the success of the orchestra, and when the conductor or music director has a strong 
presence in all aspects of the running of the orchestra – this is when the orchestra, semi-
professional or professional, will truly succeed.  
5.5.3 What is the future of orchestral conducting as a profession? 
Music has always had the ability to move people emotionally, spiritually, socially and 
psychologically. However, the challenges facing people in the 21st century world asks for 
something new. The new generation of orchestra musicians and conductors can 
approach things with an optimism that is unburdened by any sense of historical limitation. 
Increasingly, schools and professional music groups are embracing their new role – that 
orchestras can make a difference both inside and outside of the concert hall. 
The growing challenge of connecting the dots between all aspects of an orchestra’s and 
conductor’s role, and achieving a high orchestral profile, is greater than ever. The 
potential for music and orchestras to be a significant force in education and even social 
change is now firmly established. Hence, many orchestras worldwide are involved in local 
community outreach concerts and educational programmes – not only to help educate 
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and uplift communities but at the same time showing the community the power of music 
and the importance of a symphony orchestra. 
The future of conducting and conductors is dependent on the ensembles and their 
musicians. The ensembles (orchestras) and musicians are dependent on their formal 
training and music institutions. Music institutions are dependent on the musical feed from 
the high school sector that educate and prepare musicians for future studies. These high 
schools are dependent on the local orchestras and universities. This is important in order 
to show students that there is a future in orchestral music and that music is a worthwhile 
career. All the aspects are interdependent and intertwined.  
However, my closing thought is that if orchestras (and the role of their conductors) need 
to be present in their local communities. This applies to amateur, semi-professional, 
professional and university orchestras. Through outreach and educational concerts – 
through sharing their love and joy of music with the average person – we can guarantee 
a future for the orchestra, the art form and the orchestral conductor 
Change is difficult, but possible, as well as necessary. Nobody can possibly know for sure 
where exactly we are going, or what the answers are. Simply asking the right questions, 
though, is a huge part of finding those answers (Alan Gilbert 2015). 
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5.6 Conclusion to the study 
This section now concludes the study and describes the researcher’s final reflections. 
The researcher also provides recommendations for future studies. The role of the 
conductor has changed drastically over the past 200 years, and can still vary depending 
on the conductor’s position and how the different ensembles are managed. In most 
orchestras, the chief conductors and music director of the Symphony Orchestra are 
responsible for choosing the programmes for the entire concert season; including 
concerts by guest conductors, concerto soloists, pop concerts, orchestral management 
and so on.  
The core focus of this treatise was to provide a detailed history of the changing role of the 
orchestral conductor, his role in orchestral music and the future of orchestral conducting 
as a profession. More senior conductors may attend some or all of the auditions for new 
members of the orchestra – orchestral management – to ensure that the candidates have 
the playing style and ‘sound’ that he, the conductor prefers, and that candidates meet the 
highest performance standards. In 21st century orchestras, candidates are also judged on 
their international profile and previous engagements. Orchestras too are based on 
business, moneymaking models and new members need to fit the profile of the orchestra. 
Furthermore, today, conductors and music directors have a significant role in public 
relations. Often, giving interviews to the local news channel and appearing on television 
talk shows to promote the upcoming season, guest soloists or a particular concert.  
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The role of the orchestral conductor in South Africa has been described, and the 
researcher’s concern for the future of South African orchestras has been expressed and 
will hopefully open the doors to future study.  
I also recommend that South African universities revise their conducting syllabi. I do 
believe it needs to be an addition and a compulsory module in first year music studies. 
Not only to improve the standard of orchestral conductors but to improve orchestral 
playing – musicians would benefit immensely from understanding the conductor’s role 
and his indications. I also believe, that it is an important basic skill for everyone to know 
at least the basic conducting patterns. 
Universities also need to make piano a compulsory second instrument for their conducting 
students (to improve their piano skills and score studying) and include a specialised aural 
training module to be able to hear and tune orchestral chords in different instrument 
groups. South African universities need to utlise the fact that the majority of their intake 
of instrumentalists are wind band and symphony orchestra orientated. They need to 
maximise this and ensure the continuity of their ensembles – student ensembles uplift not 
only the profile of the community and the university but can serve as a platform for young 
conductors and future professional musicians. 
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